Physical mechanisms providing clinical information from ultrasound lung images: hypotheses and early confirmations.
In standard B mode imaging a set of ultrasound pulses are used to reconstruct a two-dimensional image even though some of the assumptions needed to do this are not fully satisfied. For this reason, ultrasound medical images show numerous artefacts which physicians recognize and evaluate as part of their diagnosis since even one artefact can provide clinical information. Understanding the physical mechanisms which are at the basis of the formation of an artefact is important in order to identify the physiopathological state of the biological medium which generated the artefact. Ultrasound lung images are a significant example of this challenge since everything that is represented beyond the thickness of the chest wall (≈ l 2 cm) is artefactual information. A convincing physical explanation of the genesis of important ultrasound lung artefacts does not exist yet. Physicians simply base their diagnosis on a correlation observed over the years between the manifestation of some artefacts and the occurrence of particular lung pathologies. In this paper, a plausible genesis of some important lung artefacts is suggested.